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Abstract

the acoustic model is trained based the unified phonemes, which
is similar to the monolingual model training [8, 9]. Based on the
combined phoneme set, some researches further use two monolingual speech databases to train the code-switching model [10].
Except for the above unified phonemes based on the text analysis, an end-to-end multilingual speech recognition model called
Audio-to-Byte [11] transforms each text character into the UTF8 variable length byte based on the audio.
Another aspect for code-switching speech synthesis is the
model structure. In the traditional pipeline speech synthesis
framework [12], early researches choose hidden Markov model
(HMM) as the code-switching acoustic model [13]. Context
dependent HMM states are shared to build the Mandarin and
English code-switching system [14–16]. Besides, voice conversion models are used to synthesize mixed-lingual speech
[17, 18]. For the deep neural network (DNN) based speech
synthesis, most of researches apply speaker and language factorization methods [19–21]. And Kullback-Leibler divergence
(KLD) is used to build a code-switching speech synthesis system [22]. Nowadays, the end-to-end speech synthesis has become the current mainstream technology, which could build a
high-quality code-switching system [23]. Due to the flexibility of all neural sequence-to-sequence models, learning multilingual models via conditioning on style token is straightforward [24], which could handle the code-switching phenomenon
more flexibly and efficiently.
In this paper, we look into Mandarin and English codeswitching end-to-end speech synthesis based on a multi-speaker
bilingual speech database. Both windowing technique and style
token modeling are improved for the code-switching speech
synthesis system. First, it is important for the attention based
encoder-decoder model to pay attention to the proper context
information for each decoder time step, especially in the circumstance of context language switching. The previous different context could interfere with the current language speech
generation. To improve the consistency of speaking style in
bilingual situation, compared with the conventional windowing techniques that use fixed constraints, the dynamic attention reweighting soft windowing mechanism is proposed to ensure the smooth transition of code-switching. Second, to compensate the shortage of mixed-language training data, both the
Mandarin and English monolingual data are added into multispeaker bilingual speech database. The international phonetic
alphabet (IPA) is used as the unified phonemes in our system,
where the language dependent style token is proposed to model
the discrepancy between different languages. The attention gating is proposed to adjust style token dynamically based on the
language and the attended context information. Experimental
results show that proposed methods lead to an improvement on
intelligibility, naturalness and similarity.

Most of current end-to-end speech synthesis assumes the
input text is in a single language situation. However, codeswitching in speech occurs frequently in routine life, in which
speakers switch between languages in the same utterance. And
building a large mixed-language speech database is difficult and
uneconomical. In this paper, both windowing technique and
style token modeling are designed for the code-switching endto-end speech synthesis. To improve the consistency of speaking style in bilingual situation, compared with the conventional
windowing techniques that used fixed constraints, the dynamic
attention reweighting soft windowing mechanism is proposed
to ensure the smooth transition of code-switching. To compensate the shortage of mixed-language training data, the language
dependent style token is designed for the cross-language multispeaker acoustic modeling, where both the Mandarin and English monolingual data are the extended training data set. The
attention gating is proposed to adjust style token dynamically
based on the language and the attended context infromation.
Experimental results show that proposed methods lead to an improvement on intelligibility, naturalness and similarity.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, code-switching, dynamic soft
windowing, language dependent style token

1. Introduction
End-to-end speech synthesis, such as Tacotron, can achieve
the state-of-art performance, and even close to human recording based on the monolingual corpus [1–5]. However, codeswitching in speech occurs frequently in routine life, in which
speakers switch between languages in the same utterance. The
code-switching speech synthesis system is expected to generate
high naturalness and similarity mixed-lingual utterance, which
could be perceived as from one speaker [6]. There are several
challenges to build a code-switching speech synthesis system.
On the one hand, the speaking style could be inconsistent at the
code-switching points between two different languages. On the
other hand, building a large mixed-language speech database is
difficult and uneconomical. It is very hard to find a speaker with
consistent timbre and excellent multiple language skills.
Generally, code-switching speech synthesis methods boil
down to two aspects. One aspect is the front-end text process.
An ideal way to build a code-switching speech synthesis system is to use a bilingual speech database recorded by the same
speaker [7]. Different front-end text process module for each
language is deployed, which processes different languages separately. This method needs a large bilingual speech database
and could not share knowledge between different languages. To
integrate different languages into unified form, some researches
transform the native script into another unified language. And
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2. Method

...

Fig.1 shows the architecture of the Tacotron based codeswitching end-to-end framework. Tacotron as proposed in
[1] does not include explicit modeling of speaker identity in
the mixed-language situation; however, due to the flexibility of all neural sequence-to-sequence models, learning multispeaker code-switching models via conditioning on style token
is straightforward. We deploy the LPCNet neural vocoder [25],
which significantly improve the efficiency of speech synthesis
and remains high quality. And the acoustic seq-to-seq model
consists of three parts:
• Encoder mainly processes text information. Both the Mandarin and English texts are transformed into the unified IPAs,
which could let the models have the shared phonemes as
much as possible. The tones of Mandarin and stress of English are also included in the input text sequence.
• The attention mechanism connects the encoder and decoder.
The soft windowing mechanism is based on the reweighted
attention results, which aims to ignore the previous phoneme
information from different languages and improve the naturalness of synthetic speech in the language switching points.
• Decoder generates the acoustic features conditioned on context and style token. For each decoder time step i, the
(i)
attention gating generates shift embedding Eshif t base on
the phoneme, language and speaker embeddings. After the
shifting procedure, the language dependent shifted style to(i)
ken EST would be fed into the decoder. The introduction of language dependent style token could make full use
of multi-speaker monolingual speech database and limited
mono-speaker mixed-languages speech database. And the decoder generates acoustic features conditioned on style token
to ensure high similarity and consistency of synthetic speech.
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The dynamic soft windowing mechanism is designed to
choose the scope of encoder’s output sequence dynamically.
To be more concrete, we expect the attention mechanism could
consider the situation of language switching, where the attention mechanism could ignore previous phoneme information
from different language. Unlike traditional window technology
using fixed window width [26] or directly set the weights of
previous phoneme information to zeros by hard way, inspired
by the forward attention [27] and our previous work [28], we
propose a reweighting attention mechanism to realize the dynamic soft windowing.
The alignment path in the attention mechanism indicates
the mapping relation between text information and corresponding acoustic features. We assume that the alignment paths
do not move strictly monotonically, which means the attended
phone should move forward to the following one, remain motionless or move backward to the previous one for each decoder
time step. The encoder first processes the input text sequence
X = (X1 , X2 , ..., XU ) to produce a sequence of hidden representations x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xU ). Given the query qt , let β(t,n)
denote alignment results from local sensitive attention [1] for
the index n of x at the time step t. The variable α(t,n) is defined as the new alignment results reweighted from β(t,n) . The
α(t,n) can be calculated recursively from α(t−1,n) , α(t−1,n−1)
and α(t−1,n+1) as
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Figure 2: Colored circles represent a possible alignment path.
The red, blue and orange arrows represent move forward, remain motionless and move backward respectively.
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where γt−1 , γt−1 , γt−1 are the coefficients generated by the
DNN. The DNN has two hidden layers and a sigmoid output
layer, which predicts the probability of the attended phoneme’s
(0)
(1)
next move (remain motionless: γt−1 , move forward: γt−1 ,
(2)
move backward: γt−1 ). Then we define
X
α̂(t,n) = αt (n)/
α(t,n)
(2)

Speaker
Embedding

Speaker ID

Figure 1: System architecture of the Tacotron based codeswitching end-to-end framework. The attention gating gener(i)
ates shift embedding Eshif t based on context and language information. The shifting procedure generates the language de(i)
pendent style token EST . The attention weights are adjusted
dynamically by the soft windowing mechanism, where the language switching flag is the key influencing factor.

n

to normalize forward variable α(t,n) . The reweighted context
vector can be computed as
ct =

N
X
n
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α̂(t,n) xn

(3)

where β is the hyper-parameter. In order to avoid the magnitude
(i)
of the shifted embedding Eshif t is too large compared with the
speaker embedding ES , the scaling factor α is designed to constrain the magnitude of the shift embedding.

The inputs of DNN contains ct and qt and the language
(i)
switching flag FS . The language switching flag is defined
by the attended phoneme XP (i) , where the index of current attended phoneme P (i) is defined by the following equation:
P (i) = arg max

1≤j≤U

β(i,j)



3. Experimental Setup

(4)

The mixed-language Mandarin and English database we used
contains one female speaker with about 12 hours, including 2
hours mixed-language corpus. To compensate the shortage of
training data, we use the Blizzard Challenge 2018 dataset and
our own internal dataset to extend the training data. Our internal
dataset consists of 25 different professional Mandarin speakers
with about 200 hours. The Blizzard Challenge dataset is an estimated 5 hours of speech from one native English speaker. All
the wav files are sampled at 16kHz. In this work, we limit the input of the synthesis to 32 features: The 30-dim Bark-scale [30]
cepstral coefficients, and 2 pitch parameters (period, correlation) are extracted directly from recorded speech samples. The
input text is processed by our G2P frontend and transformed to
the IPA phoneme sequences, which also include tone information of Mandarin and stress information of English.
For the Tacotron training, we set output layer reduction factor r = 2. We use the Adam optimizer with adaptative learning
rate decay, which starts from 0.0001 and decays as introduced in
our previous research [28]. The training batch size is 16, where
all sequences are padded to a max length.
For the LPCNet training, the network is trained for 120
epochs, with a batch size of 64, each sequence consisting of 15
10-ms frames. We use the AMSGrad [31] optimization method
(Adam variant) with a step size α = α0 /(1 + δ · b) where
α0 = 0.001, δ = 5 × 10−5 , and b is the batch number.
The models on which we conduct experiments include:

(i)

The language switching flag FS remains at 0 and only would
be set to 1 while the language of attended phoneme XP (i) is
different from previous one.
Our key insight is that the attention mechanism could be
immune to the effect of previous phoneme from different languages when the language switching happens. As shown in the
Fig.2, the probability of move forward (red arrow in the figure)
should be larger in the code-switching situation. The increasing
(1)
of γt−1 could let the attention weights α(t) focus on the current
attended phoneme more.
2.2. Language Dependent Style Token
The language dependent style token is generated based on context and speaker information for each decoder time step. As
shown in the Fig.1, the attention gating network computes the
local shift embedding by learning a non-linear combination
among phoneme embedding, language embedding and speaker
embedding. Our key insight is that for each decoder time step
depending on the attended context from different languages,
the style token used to guide the decoder may differ. For instance, the acoustic features distribution of an IPA phoneme
may change in the circumstance of different languages. To handle these dynamic dependencies, the gating mechanism is proposed to control the importance of each embedding.
The inputs of attention gating is defined as followed: The
(i)
current attended phoneme embedding EP could be built by
nonlinear transform according to the current phoneme XP (i) .
Besides, the speaker embedding ES and the language embed(i)
ding EL could also be built according to input speaker ID and
language ID sequence. All the above embeddings are initialized
with Glorot [29] initialization.
(i)
(i)
The phoneme gate GP and language gate GL are defined
by the following equations:

h
i

(i)
(i)
GP = σ wP EP ; ES + bP
(5)

h
i

(i)
(i)
G L = σ w L E L ; ES + b L

• LI-Base: The language independent Tacotron2 baseline
model is trained by only mixed-language mono-speaker
data but without extra language embedding [1].
• LD-Base: The language dependent Tacotron2 baseline
model is trained by only mixed-language mono-speaker
data and use one-hot to distinguish different languages
and generate language embedding through nonlinear
transformer [24].
• P-*-*: Our proposed language dependent method is denoted as P. To do ablation studies, we make several models. DSW and HW are short for proposed dynamic
soft windowing mechanism and baseline hard windowing technology respectively. SST and FE is short for
proposed shifted style token method and baseline separate fixed speaker embedding and language embedding
method respectively. Besides, the using of the extended
data is one of key variables. Therefore, NE is denoted
as no extended data is used in the experiments. For instance, P-DSW-SST is our final proposed method.

(6)

where [; ] denotes the operation of vector concatenation, wP and
wL are weight vectors, bP and bL are biases, σ (·) represents
sigmoid function.
Then the local context and language dependent shift em(i)
bedding Eshiif t is calculated by the following equation:
(i)

(i)

Eshiif t = GP



(i)

whp EP



(i)

+ GL



(i)

whl EL



(i)

+ bh

(7)

We evaluate the performance of our models in terms of intelligibility, naturalness and similarity. We focus on evaluation
based on the mixed-language speaker. The test sets are about
500 utterances, where are 400 utterances are mixed-language.
To evaluate intelligibility, a subset for about 50 utterances is
selected by sorting high frequency unacceptable errors based
on baseline evaluations. 30 listeners conducted crowd-sourcing
ABX preference tests and MOS tests. In each experimental
group, 30 parallel sentences are selected randomly from test
subset.

(i)

where whp and whl are weight vectors, bh is bias vector.
After the shifting procedure, the final language dependent
(i)
style token EST is calculated by the following equation:
(i)

(i)

EST = ES + αEshif t

(i)
α = min βkES k2 / Eshif t

(8)

,1

(9)

2
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4. Evaluation and Discussion

The similarity of the synthetic speech is one of key measures in the code-switching speech synthesis task. The MOS
results on similarity of synthetic speech is illustrated in the
Fig.5. The similarity consistency in different languages is
evaluated. We can observe that the proposed P-DSW-FE/SST
method could increase the similarity MOS for about 0.5 point,
which also shows the effectiveness of the extended database.
And the combined language dependent style token can achieve
better performance than the separate language and speaker embeddings. We infer that the language and speaker embeddings
are related. The joint shifting modeling strategy reduces redundancy and noise. Besides, the performance degradation in system P-HW-NE could also be observed. A possible explanation
is that directly setting the weights of previous phoneme information to zeros could isolate the two different languages speech
generation and decrease the similarity consistency.

4.1. Intelligibility Evaluation
Intelligibility tests are performed with metrics of case level unintelligible rate to evaluate the robustness of models. If the synthetic speech utterance contains the unacceptable errors such
as skipping, repeating and mispronunciation, this unintelligible
utterance would be counted. The utterance level intelligibility results are shown in the Fig.3. We could observe that the
proposed P-DSW-SST method decreases the unintelligible rate
about 60%, in which the extended multi-speaker database plays
an important role in improving the robustness of the system. Besides, by comparing the unintelligible rate of P-DSW-SST/FE,
the language dependent style token could further improve the
robustness. By analyzing the synthetic speech, we find that this
further improvement mainly involves phoneme related mispronunciations. It can be interpreted that the combined language
dependent style token could guide the decoder generate more
accurate acoustic features, which could avoid some disturbance
from the noise in the separate fixed language and speaker representations.
Besides, the function of language switching flag is also
evaluated based on the attention alignments results. As shown
in the Fig.4, two P-DSW-NE systems with/without language
switching flag are compared. The red circles in figures is the
language switching points. We can observe the introduction of
language switching flag could the guide the attention mechanism better generation of alignments.

P-DSW-SST
P-DSW-FE
P-DSW-NE
P-HW-NE
LD-Base
LI-Base

0.0%

Table 1: Preference scores on naturalness of synthetic speech.
System
A

P-DSW-SST

Unintelligible Rate
11.4%
14.2%
20.5%
22.7%
27.1%
32.3%
10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

Scores
A (%)
65.83
61.15
55.94
48.25
43.76

Scores
Neutral (%)
8.69
5.84
7.52
19.35
16.46

5
4

3.61

3.68

3.54

3.86

Scores
B (%)
25.48
33.01
36.54
32.40
39.78

4.15

System
B
LI-Base
LD-Base
P-HW-NE
P-DSW-NE
P-DSW-FE

4.35

3
2
1

40.0%
0

Figure 3: Utterance level intelligibility results.

LI-Base

LD-Base

P-HW-NE

P-DSW-NE

P-DSW-FE

P-DSW-SST

Figure 5: MOS results on similarity of synthetic speech.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a dynamic soft windowing mechanism
and language dependent style token for code-switching end-toend speech synthesis system. The designed language switching flag and attention reweighting mechanism could ensure the
smooth transition of code-switching and improve the consistency of speaking style in bilingual situation. The language dependent style token is adjusted dynamically based on the language and the attended context information and improve the
similarity by adding multi-speaker monolingual training data.
Experimental results demonstrate that both methods improve
intelligibility, naturalness and similarity of synthetic speech.

(a) Without language switching flag loss=0.2953 (b) Adding language switching flag loss=0.28871

Figure 4: Attention alignments and loss results with the same
text on a test utterance in P-DSW/HW-NE systems.

4.2. Naturalness and Similarity Evaluation
In this part, we first evaluate the naturalness of the synthetic
speech from different models. The naturalness of language
switching is one of key assessments. The ABX test results on
the naturalness is shown in the Tab.1. By observing the preference scores, the proposed P-DSW-SST system achieve better
performance than the baseline systems. Besides, the dynamic
soft windowing mechanism method makes more contributions
on naturalness improvement than the language dependent style
token method according to the ablation results.
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